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INSTRUCTIONS AND
MAINTENANCE

Outdoor column  for bathtub
with single-level mixer, flexible 
hose and handshower 

Outdoor column for bathtub
with single-level mixer 

Outdoor column for washbasin 
with single-level mixer

All Twiggy shower columns are made of stainless steel AISI 316, with the exception of the 
handshower, the shower support and the flexible hose which are made in cromed brass
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PREINSTALLATION

1. Prior to installation, an ispection well equipped fit to lodge a stop valve shall be built. It should 
    be of appropriate size allow all required water connections. Together with the stop valve
    (or upstream of it) we recommend the installation of a filter. If the shower column is equipped  
    with time-limited self-closing tap, the installation of a filter is strictly required  for the
    acknowledgement of our gurantee.
2. Downstream of a well, install a 6 cm diameter corrugated pipe; take care that the upper
    ed    edge of a pipe is installed at a minimum distance of 15 cm from the finished floor surface.
3. Install a polyethylene/polypropylene water supply pipe (or a similar material), finished off
    with a ½” male thread.
4. Wash out the supply pipes upstream of inspection well
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INSTALLATION
1.   Place the column into position and trace the
      3 fixation holes. Remove the column.
2.   Drill 3 10 mm diameter holes, to a depth of 12 cm.
3.   Mount the washers and the blocking nuts on the 
      threaded stems supplied, taking care not to   
      tighten the nuts (leave at half-run).
4.   Inject two-component resin, starting from the 4.   Inject two-component resin, starting from the 
      bottom of the holes. Place the column position.
5.   Insert the threaded stem inside the holes, rotating
      them in order to allow the resin to fill the holes. 
6.   Remove the excess resin and clean. Wait for resin 
      to dry up, following the manufacturer instructions.
7.   Unscrew the nut and the washer. Remove the        
      column.      column.
8.   Connect the supply pipe to the ½” loose nut of
      flexible pipe.
9.   Slide the supply pipe into the corrugated pipe.
10. Connect the end of supply pipe to the stop valve
      installed inside in the inspection well.
11. Check the static seal, with tap/mixer in position of
      closed water.      closed water.
12. Place the column onto the threaded stems. Isert
      washers on stems and tighten the blocking nuts
      using a 13 mm wrench. Check the column 
      uprightness using a level; in case of misalignment,
      loose the blocking nuts and insert thicknesses 
      between the floor and the column base flange.
13. Install the accessories supplied separately 13. Install the accessories supplied separately 
      (flexible and handshower for Mix Extra version).
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- Wash frequently with freshwater in order to maintain a shiny surface, if possible using
  high-pressure water jetting.
- Remove periodically ani visible saline deposit, lime scale, oxidation spot; clean carefully
  all cavities, threaded couplings, screw heads etc. Use only smooth clothes, do not use rough
  sponges or abrasives.
- Polish all column surface with anti-oxidising products at least once per year, following the
  manufacturer inst  manufacturer instructions.

In case of aggressive environmental conditions (especially: exposure to high salinity) we recommend
to polish the entire shower column surface at least three times per year or three times during the 
seasonal use ( beginning, half, end of summer)

MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

DEMOUNTING OF EXTERNAL PARTS (for seasonal use)

PERIODICAL MAINTENANCE 
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